I8      COAL AND ASH HANW.INC PLANT
The end bend and tripper pulleys are of -strong construction, and turned
and balanced to eliminate vibration. When necessary the drmng pulleys
are coated with rubber to give better driving power. The rubber o-mmg
is securely attached by vulcanising the rubber under pressure to a copper-
plated pulley.	.	.
The correct tension in the conveyor belt is maintained by adjusting the
position of one of the end pulleys. This is generally eil'eeted by mounting
u
the adjusting pulley shaft; hearings on slides, controlled by seivws so that
the tension can be adjusted. The slide, winch is shown in ih*. Us is ijnuluated
in divisions of J in., so that ct|ual adjustment in both serews is easily ensured.
In certain cases, such as where a belt eonveyor is hin^eil, \vhieli causes a
variation in the length of the belt, \veiuht eoiitnjlletl tension ijeur is pro-
vided, which automatically keeps tlu* correct tension on the brlt.
The coal conveyed by the belt can be discharged at the lic.ui nu.l of
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Fig, 17. —Travelling Tupprr
the conveyor or at any intermediate point by the installation of a fixed or
travelling tripper.
The general features of a travelling tripper are shown in fig. 17, from
which it will be seen that the apparatus consists of a framework running on
wheels mounted on a track, and carrying two pulleys over which the belt
passes. A double shoot is provided immediately in front of the upper
pulley, and the whole arrangement is such that the coal on the belt is thrown
into the shoot as the belt passes round the upper pulley. The path of the
belt is shown in fig. 17. The double shoot may be fitted with a throw-
over valve to direct the stream of coal to either side as desired. Travel-

